FIRST YEAR COURSES -SECTION 1
PROPERTY I-LAW 506 –Professor Hew
Title: Property Casebook
Author: Dukeminier &James E. Krier
Edition: 9th 1998
Publisher: Wolter Kluwer
Required: Yes

CONTRACTS LAW 504 SEC. 1-PROFESSOR MERIJE
TITLE: PROBLEM IN THE CONTRACT LAW (CASEBOOK)
AUTHOR: BLUM
EDITION: 4TH
PUBLISHER: ASPEN
REQUIRED: YES
ISBN-978-1454868354

TORTS I-LAW 508-Professor Fain
Title: Prosser, Wade & Schwartz’s (Casebook) & Materials
Author: Schwartz & Kelly
Edition: 14th
Publisher: Thompson West
Required: Yes
ISBN: 978-1684674077

CIVIL PROCEDURE LAW 510-Professor Anga Sec.1
Title: Civil Procedure A Course book
CIVIL PROCEDURE-Federal Civil Rules Supplement-
TITLE: STUDENT'S GDE TO FED RULES OF CIVIL.PRO.
AUTHOR: BAICKER –MCKEE Spencer
EDITION: latest
PUBLISHER: West Academic
REQUIRE: YES
ISBN: 978-1684672202

FIRST YEAR COURSES -SECTION 2
PROPERTY I-LAW 506 –Professor Colon
Title: Property Custom TSU PKG
Author: Colon
Edition: 3rd
Publisher: Kluwer (Custom book)
Required: Yes
ISBN: 978-1454823735

CONTRACTS II-LAW 504-PROFESSOR J. DOUGLAS
Title: Problem in the Contract Law (Bundle PACKAGE)
Author: Knapp
Edition: 9th
Publisher: Aspen
Required: Yes
ISBN: 978-15438-01477 (Order Bundle)

CONTRACTS I-LAW 504- Professor Douglas-Sec.2
Title: Rules of Contract Law Suppl.
Author: Knapp
TORTS I-LAW 508-Professor Champion
Title: Prosser, Wade & Schwartz’s (Casebook) & Materials
Author: Schwartz & Kelly
Edition: 14th
Publisher: Thompson West
Required: Yes
ISBN: 978-1684674077

CIVIL PROCEDURE LAW 510-Professor Anga Sec.2
Title: Civil Procedure A Course book
AUTHOR: Glannon
EDITION: Latest
PUBLISHER: Wolters Kluwer
REQUIRE: YES

CIVIL PROCEDURE-Federal Civil Rules Supplement-
TITLE: STUDENT’S GDE TO FED RULES OF CIVIL.PRO.
AUTHOR: BAICKER –MCKEE Spencer
EDITION: Latest
PUBLISHER: West Academic
REQUIRE: YES
ISBN: 978-1-684672202

FIRST YEAR COURSE - SECTION 3
PROPERTY I-LAW 508-Professor Kleven
Title: Property
Author: Bernhardt
Edition: 6\textsuperscript{th}
Publisher: West Publishing, Co.
Required: Yes
ISBN: 978-0-314275509

PROPERTY 1- LAW 508- Professor Kleven
Title: Property Anthology
Author: Chused
Publisher: West Publishing, Co.
Required: Yes
ISBN: 978-0-8-7084735-6

PROPERTY - LAW 508- Professor Kleven
Title: Property Law
Author: Kleven
Edition: Vol. 1
Required: Yes
Location: (Pick–UP from the Student Center-Room 231)

CONTRACTS 1-LAW 504 Professor Wu Sec.3
Title: Problem in the Contract Law (Bundle Package)
Author: Knapp
Edition: 9th
Publisher: Aspen
Required: Yes
ISBN: 978-145-4868-224\textit{(bundle order)}

CONTRACTS I-LAW 504- Professor Wu Section 3
Title: Rules of Contract Law Suppl.
Author: Knapp
TORTS I-LAW 508-Professor Weeden Section 4
Title: Prosser, Wade & Schwartz’s (Casebook) & Materials
Author: Schwartz & Kelly
Edition: 14th
Publisher: Thompson West
Required: Yes
ISBN: 978-1684674077

CIVIL PROCEDURE LAW: 510-Professor M. Johnson Sec.3
Title: Civil Procedure A Coursbooks
Author: Glannon
Edition: Latest
Publisher: Wolters Kluwer
Required: Yes
ISBN: 978-1454881421

CIVIL PROCEDURE- Federal Civil Rules Supplement
Title: STUDENT’S GDE TO FED. RULES OF CIVIL.PRO.
Author: BAICKER –MCKEE Spencer
Edition: Latest
Publisher: West Academic
Required: Yes
ISBN: 978-1684672202-

FIRST YEAR COURSE - SECTION 4
CIVIL PROCEDURE LAW: 510-Professor Otero Sec.4
Title: Civil Procedure A Course book
AUTHOR: Glannon
EDITION: Latest
PUBLISHER: Wolters Kluwer
REQUIRE: YES
ISBN: 978-1454881421

CIVIL PROCEDURE- Federal Civil Rules Supplement
TITLE: STUDENT’S GDE TO FED.RULES OF CIVIL.PRO.
AUTHOR: BAICKER –MCKEE Spencer
EDITION: Latest
PUBLISHER: West Academic
REQUIRE: YES
ISBN: 978-1684672202

CONTRACTS I1-LAW 504 Professor F. Jackson –Section 4
Title: Problem in the Contract Law (Bundle Package)
Author: Knapp
Edition: 9th
Publisher: Aspen
Required: Yes
ISBN: 978-1454868228 (Order Bundle)

CONTRACTS II-Law 504- Professor F. Jackson
Title: Rules of Contract Law Suppl.
Author: Knapp
Edition: Latest
Publisher: Aspen
Required: Yes

TORTS I-LAW 508-Professor Pollard Sec.3
Title: Torts and Compensation, Personal Accountability and Social Responsibility for Injury
PROPERTY I-LAW 506 –Professor Kelsaw-section 4
Title: Property A Contemporary Approach
Author: John Sprankling and Raymond R. Coletta
Edition: 4th
Publisher: West Academic
Required: Yes

PROPERTY I-LAW 506-Professor Kelsaw Section.4
Title: A Possessory Estate and Future Interests Primer
Author: Peter T. Wendel
Edition: 3rd
Publisher: West Academic
Required: Yes
**Lawyering Process 1-LAW 900-Professors-Section 1 thru Section 12**
- Title: A Lawyer Writes A Practice Guide to Legal Analysis
- Author: Christine Coughlin
- Edition: 3rd
- Publisher: Carolina Academic Press
- Required: Yes

**Lawyering Process 1-LAW 900 Lewis sec.5**
- Title: Legal Analysis: 100 Exercise F/Mastery
- Edition: 2nd
- Publisher: Carolina & Lexis
- Required: Yes
- ISBN: 978-1632849472

**Lawyering Process 1-LAW 930-Section 1 Thru Section 12**
- Title: Blue Book: Uniform System of Citation
- Author: Harvard Law
- Edition: 21th
- Publisher: NACSCORP
- Required: Yes
- ISBN: 978-0-578-66615-0
- ISBN: 978-1-5310-1322-6

**Lawyering Process I LAW 930-Section 1 thru Section 12**
- Title: Pre-Writing Handbook for Law Students
- Author: Graham
- Edition: 2nd 2019
- Publisher: Carolina
- Required: Yes
- ISBN: 978-1531013226
Lawyering Process I LAW 930-section 1thru Section 12
Title: Black’s Law Dictionary Pocket Edition
Author: Graham
Edition: 5th 2016
Publisher: Thomson
Required: Recommended
ISBN: 978-03314884897

Lawyering Process I LAW 930-section 1thru Section 12
Title: Redbook: Manual on Legal Style
Author: Graham
Edition: 4th 2018
Publisher: West
Required: Recommended
ISBN: 978-1642421002

FIRST YEAR COURSE
Lawyering Process/Legal Research-Section 1 & 12
Lawyering Process/LEGAL RESEARCH -LAW 900
Professor Spearman & Collins, &Hill & Long & Williams
Title: Blue Book: Uniform System of Citation
Author: Harvard Law
Edition: 21th
Publisher: NACSCORP
Required: Yes
ISBN: 978-0-692400197

Lawyering Process/LEGAL RESEARCH -LAW 900-1&12
Professor Spearman & Collins, Long, &Gonzalez, Hill,
Title: Basic Legal Research Tool & Strategies
Author: Amy Sloan
Edition: 7th
Publisher: Aspen
Required: Yes
ISBN: 978-1454899204